BEGINNERS GROUP
ANSWER KEY

LANGUAGE SECTION (29 pts.)

A. (1.5 pts. each; 7.5 pts.)

1. … (airport) is the busiest airport...
2. …. couldn’t travel from London to İstanbul in one day……
3. When he composed his first sonata for the piano, Mozart was four (years old).
   When Mozart was four (years old), he composed his first sonata for the piano.
   Mozart composed his first sonata for the piano when he was four (years old).
4. The motorway from Shanghai to Beijing is being repaired by them.
5. The small cat which Gloria found in her backyard was badly hurt.

B. 1 pt. each; 11 pts.

1. Have… ever been
2. have seen / saw
3. was built
4. finished
5. didn’t like
6. is visited
7. has
8. paint
9. takes
10. began / was begun:
11. will be painted / is going to be painted

C. 1 pt. each; 7 pts.

1. can
2. can’t / mustn’t ( if not used in no. 3)
3. mustn’t / can’t ( if not used in no. 2)
4. have to
5. don’t have to
6. shouldn’t
7. should

D. 0.5 pts. each; 3.5 pts.

1. on
2. After / When
3. as
4. later
5. so / and
6. during / in
7. died
READING SECTION (26 pts.)

TEXT I (14 pts.)

A. 0.5 pts. each; 3 pts.

1. f  4. c
2. a  5. d
3. b  6. e

B. 1 pt. each; 5 pts.

1. buying a product online
2. businesses
3. (Now), businesses anywhere in the world can shop on the Internet to find the best prices.
4. books and music CDs
5. online shopping

C. 2 pts. each; 6 pts.

1. (1 pt. each) a) The number of people who trust the Internet has increased. b) More people have Internet access.
2. (E-commerce has especially helped) businesses.
3. Because small businesses will disappear / it will cause small businesses to disappear. / Because they think that superstores like Amazon.com will sell every product at the lowest prices, and this will destroy small businesses.

TEXT II (12 pts.)

A. 1 pt. each; 4 pts.

1. the (first) fortune cookies
2. in /at the Hong Kong Noodle Company
3. (for many years) fortune cookies were handmade
4. the (new) machine (that made the cookies and put the fortunes inside)

B. 1 pt. each; 8 pts.

1. Though / Although / Even though
2. inventor
3. (a Chinese man named) David Jung / a Chinese man
4. feel better / happy / happier
5. the (famous) Japanese Tea Garden
6. was fired
7. (thank-you) notes / a (thank-you) note
8. 100 (other) companies
**VOCABULARY SECTION** (10 pts.)

A. 1 pt. each; 10 pts

1. called  
2. unique  
3. species  
4. protect  
5. attack  
6. consists  
7. make  
8. ancient  
9. climate  
10. causes

**WRITING SECTION** (20 pts.)

Part I.

A. (1 pt. each; 4 pts.)

I. The irrelevant sentences are 1 and 10.

II. The irrelevant sentences are 4 and 7.

B. (3 pts.) Cats are better pets than dogs (for several reasons).

C. (3 pts.) Secondly, you can learn from a book. / Another way to learn is from a book. / Secondly, you can read books (to learn) about computers.

Part II. (10 pts.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRADING SCALE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Model Paragraph**

The process of producing chocolate involves several steps. First, cocoa beans are delivered to the chocolate factory by trucks. Then, the shells are separated from them by using a special machine. The beans are crushed so that chocolate liquor and cocoa butter are obtained. Later, the cocoa butter, chocolate liquor, milk and sugar are mixed and blended in a tank. The mixture is poured into moulds to shape the chocolate bars. Afterwards, the chocolate bars are cooled in cooling chambers. Finally, they are packaged for distribution / to be distributed.